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Abstract In this paper, the authors present a sensitive method for low level non-exchangeable OBT determination
by a combination of a suitable sample treatment, a combustion apparatus for large sized samples and low
background liquid scintillation spectrometry, along with a methodology that eliminates any possibility of sample
contaminations. Great care must be taken in the measurement of non-exchangeable OBT at environment levels,
because many authors have mentioned the opportunities for cross contaminations between samples and
contamination by exchange with the laboratory atmosphere. Our analysis are reproducible for low level OBT down
to about 1 Bq.kg" of dry material for various biological samples (tree wood, tree leaves, fishes, sediments,
mushrooms, seaweeds, wheats, corns, ...) collected in the general environment and near nuclear facilities. As an
example, we give the results of non-exchangeable OBT measurements in annual growth rings from two trees
sampled near a nuclear facility.
1

1. INTRODUCTION
Tritium can be present in vegetation and soil as a constituent of water, organic matter or soil minerals.
The tritium in vegetation and soil samples that is easily removed by evaporation at low temperature or by
freeze-drying is in the form of tritiated water (HTO). Tritium that is associated with organic matter or soil
minerals is more difficult to remove from samples and is often designated "organically bound" tritium
(OBT).
The OBT of soil or vegetation can be further divided into an exchangeable fraction and a nonexchangeable fraction [1-5]. Exchangeable organically bound tritium is essentially bound to oxygen and
nitrogen atoms in compounds of the material. It will rapidly be in equilibrium with the overall aqueous
component of the system and so, the free water and the exchangeable OBT will tend to equilibrate rapidly
with local atmospheric moisture. By contrast, non-exchangeable organically bound tritium is bound to
carbon atoms in the material and, thus, is tightly held to the organic structure.
A special case is wood from tree rings which also retains tritium as a form of OBT, photosynthesised
bothfromHTO in soil around the tree roots at the time of ring formation and from the atmospheric water
vapour. Soil water tritium is derived from washout of tritiated vapour in air. Measurements of OBT in
«mal tree rings will reveal the historical environmental tritium levels and hence make it possible to
evaluate the local effect of tritium discharge from nuclear facilities by comparing the tree rings OBT
tevels in the general environment with those near the facilities [6-9].
Great care must be taken in the measurement of OBT at environment levels. Many authors [5,10-14]
have pointed out the opportunities for cross contamination of samples and contamination by exchange
with the laboratory atmosphere. Moreover, our laboratory is located not far from a nuclear research centre
*re atmospheric HTO levels are usually elevated above the normal environment levels that we often
try to measure. We consider that, for proper analyses, the following points must be achieved:
' A combustion unit which can accommodate at least 30 grams of dried sample, and so to deliver at
least 10 grams of combustion water to get enough counts for acceptable statistical accuracy.
' A complete removal of the water from the sample, especially after the elimination of the
exchangeable OBT. The water may have been contaminated by exposure to the laboratory atmosphere
at any stage of the treatment.
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Removal as complete as possible, of the exchangeable OBT from the material, thanks to a fast and
efficient technique, which does not degrade the organic structure of the sample.
• Protection of the sample against exposure to the laboratory atmosphere, before and after drying and
combustion, especially after the final drying just before combustion, because the dried material at this
stage is very hygroscopic and will pick up water from the laboratory air when exposed during the
transfer to the combustion system.
• Proper use of low background liquid scintillation counters, with appropriate blanks for the whole
process.
In this paper, the authors describe a sensitive method for low level non-exchangeable OBI
determination by a combination of a suitable sample treatment, a large capacity combustion apparatus and
low background liquid scintillation spectrometry.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
2-1. Sampling
As there is limited correlation between samples of different types [5,13], it is recommended to sample a
limited number of biological species, if possible only one or two species available in the sampled area. It
is also advised to sample at the end of the growing period, so that the OBT integration is maximised.
The packaging of the samples is particularly important because it must provide an impervious barrier
to atmospheric water vapour, which can contaminate the samples. We recommend to seal each sample in
double welded vinyl bags.
2-2. Pre-treatment of the samples: drying, grinding
The samples must be dried as completely as possible in order to avoid partial destruction of the organic
matter by rotting, to eliminate free water of the samples, and, finally, to make the samples suitable for the
next stage of the treatment (grinding). The initial drying of the samples can be performed in drying ovens
at moderate temperature (40°C) swept with dry air or, preferentially, by freeze-drying. In this last case,
thanks to a custom-built freeze-dryer, it is possible to recover the free water of the sample.
The samples must be reduced to small particles, with average sizes of approximately two millimetres.
If the samples are not dry enough, grinding will not be effective. The grinding of the samples is
absolutely necessary to perform an efficiently exchangeable OBT elimination.
2-3. Exchangeable OBT elimination and freeze-drying of the samples
All samples first undergo isotopic exchange with large amounts of tritium free water (deep-drilling water
with tritium activity below 0.25 Bq.L" according to electrolytic enrichment measurement) so as to
eliminate the exchangeable OBT. The sample, which has first been reduced to small particles, is mixed
with a large volume of deep-drilling water (one litre) in a glass container from one to three days with
magnetic stirring. The top aperture of each container is carefully blocked with a special waterproof plastic
film. Tests have proved that no tritium contamination of the deep-drilling water in such conditions is
detectable by liquid scintillation counting with a limit of detection of about 1 Bq.L" .
By isotopic exchange, the tritium content of the exchangeable part of the organically bound
hydrogen tends to be averaged with the tritium content of hydrogen atoms from the deep-drilling water,
which is supposed to be zero. If we assume that the isotopic exchange is complete, the ration of the
remaining exchangeable OBT activity after the exchange (A' . BT) on the exchangeable OBT activity
before the exchange (A .T) is:
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In vegetation samples, we consider roughly that about 30% of the hydrogen organic atoms are
located in exchangeable positions, and that the total hydrogen content in mass is about 6%. Then, with 35
gof dry sample and 1 kg of tritium free water, the equation (1) becomes, assuming isotopic exchange is
complete:
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We can thus consider that the remaining exchangeable OBT activity is negligible compared with the nonexchangeable OBT activity, unless the sample had undergone a very strong tritium contamination during
one of the preparation steps.
At the end of the isotopic exchange, the water is eliminated simply by filtering the solution inside a
glove box supplied with dry air. The wet sample is immediately put inside a quartz boat suitable for
combustion. The remaining exchange water is eliminated by freeze-drying. At the end of freeze-drying,
the vacuum is broken with argon so as to protect the sample from ambient air, and the sample is
immediately introduced into the combustion oven which is swept by a flux of pure and dry oxygen.
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24, Combustion of the samples
The principle of our combustion apparatus ( E R A L Y , Noisy-le-Sec, France) is relatively close to others
already described by some authors [15-18]. It consists of a furnace with two in-line heating regions and of
a quartz tube which crosses the two heating regions (see figure 1 below). In the first region, the sample is
held in a quartz boat, of nominal capacity 120 cm , which is itself enclosed in the quartz tube. The part of
the quartz tube which is inside the second heating region contains a catalyst consisting of a mixture of
quartz pellets (90% by weight) and cobalt oxide (10% by weight). The temperatures of both regions are
independently adjustable. The 1 heating region is mobile. The quartz boat containing the sample is
placed just ahead of the 1 heating part, so that the extremity of the sample is heated by the furnace.
When the sample starts to ignite, a flame appears at the extremity of the sample and the heating region is
moved towards the sample so that the flame moves slowly across the whole sample. By doing this, we
ensure slow and complete combustion of the sample, which is completely reduced to ash.
The 2 heating region is fixed and held at a constant temperature. The combustion gases are swept
by a stream of pure oxygen over the catalyst. The combustion gases are oxidised by the catalyst and the
water vapour is trapped in the cold trap, cooled at -25°C by a cryostat. Only a small part of the water
vapour escapes from the trap and is absorbed by a desiccant trap at the exit of the cold trap. All the
combustion parameters (oxygen flux, speed of the mobile heating part, temperatures of the two heating
r*s and of the cold trap,...) depend largely on the nature of the sample.
At the end of combustion (sample totally reduced to ash), the piece of glassware containing the
ten combustion water is removed from the combustion apparatus and immediately closed with
appropriate caps. The volume of combustion water obtained typically ranges from 6 to 15 ml, depending
°ithe type of sample, for a mass of burnt sample of about 35 grams. But the combustion water is not
suitableforliquid scintillation counting because of the various impurities also collected in the cold trap.
Thewater has to be purified by a single distillation under atmospheric pressure after pH adjustment with
sodium peroxide (Na 0 ). For the distillation we use conventional laboratory glassware.
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of our combustion system for biological samples. A: dry and pure oxygen flux; B: quartz lubeC: sample during combustion; D: first heating unit (mobile); E: combustion gases; F: second heating unit (fixed)^£j: cobalt
oxide catalyst with quartz bead; H: "U" tube for water vapour trapping; I: cold trap; J: dessiccant (silicagel); K; combustion
parameters controllers.

2-5. Protection against the risks of contamination and blank measurements
We prevent possible contamination from airborne tritiated vapour by heating under vacuum for a few
hours all the glassware used during the experiments. The vacuum is broken with dry argon and the
glassware is flushed with dry argon for some minutes before assembling the apparatus.
After the combustion of each sample, we perform a "combustion blank" through the "combustion"
of about 15 ml of tritium free water. The recovered solution is neutralised and distilled as well as the
combustion water of the sample and finally measured by liquid scintillation counting under similar
conditions. We proved that the tritium memory effect of the combustion apparatus is very low: the
activity of the combustion water of the "combustion blank" performed after the combustion of a high
activity biologic sample is below 1% of the sample's combustion water activity.
2-6. Tritium activity measurements by liquid scintillation counting
Once neutralised and purified by distillation, the combustion waters are ready for liquid scintillation
measurement. They are mixed with a high efficiency LSC (Liquid Scintillation Counting) cocktail
( P A C K A R D "UltimaGold LLT") in the following proportions: 10 grams of combustion water and 10 g of
LSC cocktail. We use low background and low diffusion polyethylene LSC vials ( P A C K A R D ) .
Most of the measurements were made with two W A L L A C "Quantulus" (Turku, Finland), which
have a detection limit of about 1 B q . L with 10 grams of water, a 24 hours counting time and a
background of about 0.7 cpm in the 50 to 180 channels window. The quenching is corrected thanks to a
quenching curve calculated after the measurement of a series of home-made quenched standards.
1

2-7. Activity and uncertainties calculations
1

The specific activity A of the combustion water in Bq.L" is given by the following formula:
1000x(C
, -C, ) x d
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(3)
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where C pie and C
are respectively the count rates of the sample and of the blank, expressed in cprn
(counts per minute), E is the counting efficiency of the counter (number without dimension, b j f "
and 1); Af is the mass of measured combustion water inside the counting vial, expressed in grams an
the density of water, which is assumed to be equal to 1 g.mL" .
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Assuming that the total counting time t (in minutes) is the same for a sample and its blank and that the
relative uncertainty over the density of water is negligible, we obtain:
I
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The relative uncertainty over the counting efficiency and the mass of measured solution are respectively
to 4% and 1%.
So as to estimate the significance of a calculated activity, we use the common expressions of the
decision threshold DT and of the detection limit DL calculated from the definitions given by M. Neuilly
[19]. When A is less than DT, the announced result is "A<DL". When A is more than DT, the announced
result is "A ± I ". With a chosen value of 2.5% for both risks a and p\ the decision threshold and the
detection limit, expressed in Bq.L" , are given by the following formulas:
100
1
l + 2xfxC,
DT = 2x
(6)
and
DL = 2xDT (7)
blank »
60x£xM t
The specific activity can also be expressed in Bq per kg of dry material. However, the hydrogen
recovering yield r# through the combustion process cannot be measured precisely because the mass of
hydrogen in the samples is not known and because of the lack of certified standard material for OBT
measurements. Nevertheless, this yield can be estimated from the combustion of solution of known
tritium activity. We take the value of 95±5% (95% confidence level). Then, the specific activity a by
weight of dry material is given by:
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3. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION
As an example of application of this methodology, we give the non-exchangeable OBT activities of the
annualringsof wood sections from two trees sampled near a nuclear facility (see figure 2 below).
The ring number 1 corresponds to the year of sampling. The measurements had been performed on
raw wood, without cellulose extraction. The measured activities are very low, below 10 Bq.L" of
combustion water, except for the ring number 7 for both trees, which is undoubtedly higher than the
others. We can thus consider that this nuclear facility had released an unusual tritium activity six years
Wore the sampling.
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%re 2. Non-exchangeable OBT activities for a cypress (black circles) and a tamarisk (white circles), sampled in the vtcmrty
» a nuclear installation. The ring number 1 represents the year of sampling. We made no correction for the radioacQve decay,
'he uncertainties are given with a 95% confidence level.

The annual growth rings are identified with a good confidence thanks to a X-ray microdensittometry technique (TNRA, Ardon, France). The individual rings were then carefully chiselled ott, cut
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into small-sized pieces and ground with a special grinder dedicated to wood samples. The remainder of
the treatment is exactly the same as for other biological samples.
4.

C O N C L U S I O N

The previous studies realised on OBT measurement allowed to demonstrate the interest of these types of
studies and to solve a few fundamental problems, like the possibility to eliminate the exchangeable OBT
and to extract the non-exchangeable OBT as water measurable by liquid scintillation counting
Nevertheless, many authors encountered technical problems, particularly contaminations between
samples or by the laboratory atmosphere, and difficulties to explain the discrepancies between the results
obtained for different sampled species, or even between samples of the same specie with different local
growing conditions.
The authors developed a methodology for non-exchangeable OBT measurement in biological
samples which, thanks to an appropriate treatment with special precautions, ensures the protection of tie
sample against contamination and guarantees the exclusive measurement of non-exchangeable O B T . The
quantity of treated samples is enough to give an optimised measurement by low-level liquid scintillation
counting, with our best detection limit of about 1 Bq.kg" of dry material. Moreover, thanks to the use of a
custom-built freeze dryer and of isotopic exchange in the liquid phase, instead of traditional vapour phase,
for the exchangeable tritium elimination, the duration of the whole sample treatment is considerably
reduced. This methodology was applied successfully to various biological samples. Some o f them
presented very low background activities, around a few Bq.kg" of dry material.
The non-exchangeable OBT level inside a biological sample is the result of an integration of the local
environmental tritium over the functioning period(s) of the sample. Then, the exclusive and reproducible
measurement of non-exchangeable OBT allowed by this methodology provides a powerful tool for
environmental monitoring. Moreover, it has been proven that it is also possible to obtain retrospective
information about past accidental or chronicle tritium releases, even many years after the occurrence of
the event.
1
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